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What is the GINCO Quality Award?

3 categories:

1. “Innovative use of ICT in all aspects of course delivery”
2. “Excellence in validating outcomes for participants”
3. “Quality of course content and pedagogy”

Why a GINCO Quality Award?

Background:

the Database

Surveys of course organisers

Feedback from participants
How will courses be selected for consideration?

The role of the National Agencies

Minimum 3, maximum of 8 courses selected

Survey of course organisers

What are the benefits of a GINCO QA?

The opportunity to present at the GINCO conference on the activities they undertake in respect of the category of the Quality Label.

A case study of the training course will be featured on the GINCO website.

A case study feature in GINCO news and other relevant publications.

The use of the Quality Label logo for use on their promotional and training course materials.
The future of GINCO QA